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Abstract. In this paper, we propose an anthropomorphic approach to generate 
speech sentences of a specific object according to surrounding circumstances us-
ing the recent Deep Neural Networks technology. In the proposal approach, the 
user can have pseudo communication with the object by photographing the object 
with a mobile terminal. We introduce some examples of application of the pro-
posal approach to entertainment products, and show that this is an anthropo-
morphic approach capable of interacting with the environment. 
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1 Introduction 

Humans can feel familiarity and connection to personified objects [1]. In order for hu-
mans to personify something, expressions interacting with the environment (effectance 
motivation) are considered important [2]. In recent years, the Deep Neural Networks 
technology makes it possible to handle complex information such as the state of an 
object and its surrounding environment. 

In this paper, we propose an approach to anthropomorphize a specific object using 
the state-of-the-art technology of Deep Neural Networks. The anthropomorphization of 
an object in the proposal approach can be realized by speech expressions suitable for 
the state of the object and environment. A user can communicate with an anthropomor-
phized object by photographing the specific object with a mobile terminal. Finally, we 
introduce examples of application of the proposal approach to entertainment products, 
and show that it is feasible to realize an anthropomorphization approach capable of 
interacting with the environment. 
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2 User Interaction 

Fig. 1 shows the relatedness between a user and an object through the proposal ap-
proach. In the proposal approach, it is possible to anthropomorphize a specific object 
the user photographed with a mobile terminal. The object generates speech sentences 
based on the state of the object and the surrounding environment. The user receives 
organically changing speech sentences based on the environment. Then the object is 
anthropomorphized, and the user can feel familiarity with the object. 

 

Fig. 1. The relatedness between a user and an object. 

3 Anthropomorphization based on Environment Recognition 

3.1 Recognition of environment and object state 

The object recognition technology in the proposal approach adopts YOLO 9000 [3] 
which is the state-of-the-art technology capable of detecting an object at high speed. 

Fig. 2 shows the network configuration of the actually adopted YOLO 9000. YOLO 
9000 realizes extraction of input image features, detection of object regions, and esti-
mation of object labels with a single Neural Network. Image features (information on 
the state of the object and environment) are extracted through multiple network layers. 
The image features are also used for speech generation described in Section 3.2. Object 
region coordinates and object label candidates are stored in the output layer. Multiple 
objects can be detected simultaneously by calculating the probability of the object can-
didates. For details of the model, see the document [3]. 

3.2 Speech generation for anthropomorphization 

The technology of Neural Network (i.e. Google NIC [4]) which automatically generates 
syntax from images has been proposed recently. In this paper, we adopt Google NIC as 
a speech generation technology for an object based on environment recognition. 

Fig. 2 shows a simplified network configuration of Google NIC. This network is 
constructed very simply: it is realized by network layers having such roles as image 
feature extraction, feature conversion, and syntax generation. The proposal approach 
aims to make a speech generation process more efficient by diverting the image features 
extracted by YOLO9000. By calculating the probability of the estimated word string, 
it becomes possible to generate a speech sentence reflecting the state of the object and 
environment. For details of the model, see the document [4]. 
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Fig. 2. The proposal approach for anthropomorphization. 

3.3 Building a network model 

To build a network model in the proposal approach, you need to prepare an image con-
taining an object to be recognized and a speech sentence of the object. You also need 
to prepare a set of object labels and area coordinates.  

The proposal approach begins with learning of the object detection model (YOLO 
9000) to establish a network that extracts image features at the beginning. After that, it 
performs learning of the speech generation model (Google NIC) by diverting the image 
features extracted by the object detection model. 

The application example of the proposal approach introduced in this paper uses a 
large scale image data set called Microsoft COCO (MSCOCO) [5] as learning data. 
MSCOCO is a data set with arbitrary object labels and captions provided for the image. 
This time, we have changed the captions to speech sentences of the image with arbitrary 
label combinations, and made it learn them. 

4 Application Example 

4.1 Photo rally at the zoo 

The Photo Rally System is shown as an entertainment product example in which the 
proposal approach has been augmented for a zoo (Fig. 3). In this system, you can pho-
tograph animals speaking based on the state of their own (i.e. eating, running) as well 
as their surrounding environment (i.e. people are gathered, staying near the water). You 
can also incorporate gamification factors such as creating your original animal ency-
clopedia, by using the object detection function. 

4.2 Play house with plush doll 

You can enjoy the augmented play house by anthropomorphizing the plush doll 
with the proposal approach. Fig. 4 shows the Play House System to which the pro-
posal approach applies. Fig. 4 shows how the teddy bear is speaking according to 
the surrounding environment. When a user changes the surrounding environment, 
the teddy bear’s speech also changes according to the environment. This system 
enables a user to have pseudo communication with a plush doll by operating the 
doll and its surrounding environment. 
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Fig. 3. The photo rally system with anthropomorphization. 

 

     
Fig. 4. The play house system with anthropomorphization. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have proposed an approach to anthropomorphize a specific object 
using the state-of-the-art technology of Deep Neural Networks. The anthropomorphiza-
tion of an object in the proposal approach can be realized by speech expressions suitable 
for the state of the object and environment. A user can communicate with an anthropo-
morphized object by photographing the specific object with a mobile terminal. 

The proposal approach adopts the Deep Neural Network technology, including ob-
ject detection and image captioning. We can apply this technology to various products 
by utilizing the results. This paper could confirm the operation of Photo Rally at the 
zoo and Play House with plush doll as concrete examples. Photo Rally System is capa-
ble of creating an original animal encyclopedia by utilizing the object detection results. 
Play House System is capable of ensuring pseudo communication between a user and 
a plush doll by recognizing the environment of the doll. From here, we would like to 
examine the “effect of playing” in the example already described in this paper. 
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